AMITY LAW SCHOOL, DELHI
(AFFILIATED TO GGSIP UNIVERSITY)

ALSD/Notice/2020/46

Dates: - 09th Jan. 2020

Notice for 10th Semester Students (2015 Batch)
Dissertation (Paper Code -502)

1. Students of 10th Semester are required to note that the Title for the Dissertation has to be submitted by 10/01/2020 (Reference Notice ALSD/Notice/2019/43 dated 20th Dec. 2019).

2. As already instructed, the title must be finalized in consultation with and under the guidance of allotted supervisor and must be submitted in the following format to Mr. Vineet Parshad in Academic Office :-
   I. Student Name___________________________
   II. Enrollment Number______________________
   III. Title in capital words____________________
   IV. Signature of Student Researcher with date_____________
   V. (Approved/Disapproved) Name of Supervisor__________
      Signature with Date_________________

Dissertation Committee

Prof. (Dr.) Arvind P. Bhanu
Acting Director

Copy to:
1. Notice Board of ALSD
3. Website